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Mythbusters Winners
Congratulations to the
winners in our Motor Oil
Mythbusters Quiz,
presented by Valvoline.
All winners were drawn
from the correct answers
and will receive a Valvoline
Prize Pack.
Winners so far this year
are:
Carl Lacelle, Hawkesbury
Auto Parts, Hawkesbury,
Ont.
Ed Pasluta, Pro Oil
Change, Coquitlam, B.C.
Ian Comeau, Auto Choice,
Kentville, N.S.
M-A Girard, Pieces Autos
Elan Jonquière, Jonquière,
Que.
Vince Coticone, Goodyear
Tire & Auto Service,
Brampton, Ont.
Byrnes Gulf, Azilda, Ont.

Follow us on Twitter.
Get AutoServiceWorld.com
News and more by
following JobberNews
on Twitter.
4
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Ontario Premier Visits Brake Friction
Manufacturer
Touring the Guelph-Kitchener area, Ontario
Premier Dalton McGuinty made a scheduled
stop at ABS Friction to tour the aftermarket
brake pad manufacturing facility.
Accompanied by Guelph MPP Liz Sandals
and Lloyd Longfield, president and CAO of the
Guelph Chamber of Commerce, the premier
addressed the staff and media with discussion
on the struggles of the Ontario manufacturing
sector in Ontario, “...dealing with a high dollar,
slowing international markets, and an era of
globalization.”
The premier recognized ABS Friction as a
strong business model, and congratulated staff
on efficiency and productivity that allows the
company to continue to flourish in difficult
economic times.

“Thanks to provincial government support,
and the success of companies like ABS Friction,”
MPP Sandals added, “Guelph has emerged
from the recession in good shape, with one of
the lowest unemployment rates in Canada.”
MPP Sandals is also responsible for introducing
Private Member’s Bill 51, which has received all
party support and has been passed unanimously
through two readings at Queen’s Park, the
Ontario Legislature. Bill 51 will ban asbestos
in brake pads and will set minimum edge-code
traceability standards for all brake pads sold in
Ontario. Currently there are no brake product
standards in place in Ontario for replacement
brake pads. The bill has been referred to the
Standing Committee on Social Policy, and the
next step will be hearings before that committee.

Altrom Names Top Performers
at Sales Summit

Ryan Wilford accepts the 2011 Altrom Canada Sales
Person of the Year Award from Altrom Group president
Scott Mountford and Dean Medwid, Altrom Canada vice
president and general manager. (On Stage, l to r: Scott
Mountford, president, Altrom Group; Dean Medwid,
vice-president/GM, Altrom Canada; and Ryan Wilford,
sales representative.)

Akebono’s district sales manager, Mike Eldard accepts
the 2011 Altrom Group Supplier of the Year Award from
Altrom Group president Scott Mountford. (On stage,
left: Scott Mountford, president, Altrom Group; back
left, Dean Medwid, vice-president/GM, Altrom Canada;
centre (holding plaque): Mike Eldard, district sales
manager, Akebono; right: Larry Volek, sales manager,
Akebono USA.)

The Altrom Group has recognized Akebono
as its 2011 Supplier of the Year and named its
leading sales professionals.
Tim Rose was named 2011 Sales Person of
the Year for Altrom America Corp., and Ryan
Wilford was named 2011 Sales Person of the Year
for Altrom Canada Corp.
The awards were presented at Altrom’s threeday 2012 North American Sales Summit in
Vancouver, B.C. The Altrom Group is a division
of Genuine Parts Company and is a leading
North American distributor of import auto parts.
Akebono, a supplier of OE brake products,
was named 2011 Altrom Group Supplier of
the Year. This award honours Altrom’s most
accomplished vendor based on performance
measurements including sales increases, fill

rate, marketing, sales support, product quality,
and coverage. “Akebono has been a vendor
partner of Altrom’s for the past three years, and
has proven its commitment to both quality and
service,” said Scott Mountford, president of The
Altrom Group, at the event. “[The Akebono
team is] committed to Altrom’s growth by
providing Altrom outstanding product support
with their high quality products and vehicle coverage. They have proven to be an outstanding
vendor partner and they are truly deserving of
this prestigious award.”
Ryan Wilford was named Altrom Canada
Sales Person of the Year for 2011. “Although
Ryan is a relative newcomer to the industry, he
brings a wealth of sales experience and tenacity
Continued on page 6
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Western Forum Scheduled
Sept. 5
Register for the AIA
Western Forum,
September 5, and hear
some of the most informative speakers in the
aftermarket. Among those
scheduled are Bill Haas,
who will present on Vehicle
Technology & Service
Opportunities.
Over the last ten years,
Haas has worked with and
earned the respect of automobile manufacturers, tool
and equipment companies,
information providers and
related industry organizations across the automotive
industry. During his presentation, Haas will share
his insight and perspective
on advancements in vehicle system technology, the
future of electric traction,
service information access,
and the delivery of
technical training.
The Western Forum
will be held September
5 at the Mayfield Inn &
Suites, 16615-109 Avenue,
Edmonton, Alta.
For more information
about the event, please
contact Patty Kettles,
Automotive Industries
Association of Canada,
patty.kettles@aiacanada.
com, 613-728-5821.

to the Altrom Canada team,” said Dean Medwid,
vice-president and general manager of Altrom
Canada Corp. Wilford is responsible for the
Scarborough, Ontario territory. Through hard
work and dedication to his customers, he grew
his region by 9% in 2011.
Tim Rose was once again named Altrom
America Sales Person of the Year for 2011. Rose
is a 28-year Altrom veteran who is responsible for
a sales territory which includes Denver, Portland,
and Hawaii. “This award represents the second
year in a row that Tim Rose has been presented
with this prestigious achievement. Tim consistently outperforms his sales responsibilities
and is well respected by both the Altrom management team and his customers,” said Scott
Mountford, president, Altrom Group. “He is
truly deserving of this award.”

Deeza Chassis Parts Signs with
Marathon Sales for Canada

Deeza Chassis Parts has signed an agreement

Beating the Heat for a Good Cause
This year’s winners of the Koval
Cup were the Black sweater team
and were presented with the cup by
Jan and Matt Koval.

Every year a group of aftermarket professionals
get together to play hockey—or a close facsimile
of it—and raise funds for the Canadian Cancer
Society.
The 21st Annual Slapshots for a Cause raised
$8,500 this year, as four teams battled it out for

Jobber News
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with Marathon Sales to represent it across
Canada. Deeza also announced the signing of
agreements with two new agencies to represent
it in U.S. regions. This makes a total of 10 agency
firms representing Deeza Chassis Parts spanning
North America.
“We are very excited to expand our brand
awareness and sales opportunities in new markets through the agreements we have signed
with these new business partners. We selected
each of these manufacturers’ representatives
firms because of their aftermarket experience
and reputation for providing excellent service
and support both before and after the sale. Our
work for expansion of our market share will
continue, especially as we add more distribution outlets within strategic markets,” says Heath
Breedlove, vice-president sales and marketing,
Deeza Chassis Parts.
Marathon Sales is headquartered in Toronto.
Owner Eric Liebovitz can be reached at eric@
marathonsalesint.com.
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the Koval Cup at the Mississauga
Iceland Arena. Funds were
raised through a combination
of sweater sponsorships and
player registrations.
The Koval Cup is named for
Lube Koval, a longtime supporter of the event. Organizers want to thank
Janice Koval for continuing the family’s support
of the event by covering the ice rental.
This year’s winners of the Koval Cup were the
Black sweater team, and were presented with the
cup by Jan and Matt Koval.
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Uni-Select Raises More than $100,000 to Aid
Autistic Children

Think “Inside” The Box!
Trust the quality of LuK.
Trust the yellow box.

Martin Gagnon, director, business financing, National Bank, Denis Mathieu,
vice president and CFO, Uni-Select, Pierre Cusson, partner, Raymond
Chabot Grant Thornton and Richard G. Roy, president and CEO, Uni-Select
present a check for $101,650 to Nicolas St-Pierre, assistant general manager
and chief instructor of the Mira Foundation.

Uni-Select, in partnership with National Bank and Raymond
Chabot Grant Thornton, announced that more than
$100,000, raised as part of its annual golf tournament, was
awarded to the Mira Foundation.
A sum of $101,650 was granted to aid the foundation,
which provides helper dogs to children with Pervasive Development Disorder (PDD), part of the autism spectrum.
Assistant general manager and chief instructor of the Mira
Foundation, Nicolas St-Pierre, accepted the cheque on behalf
of the organization.
“I did not expect such an amount,” said St-Pierre. “Support
from companies such as Uni-Select ensures the sustainability of
our activities. This important donation will enable the foundation to continue developing its dog assistance program for
children with PDD, among other things.”
Uni-Select, a Quebec-based auto parts distributor operating
throughout North America, attracted more than 200 golfers at
The Vallée du Richelieu Golf Club. This event, which allows
Uni-Select’s management to thank its members, customers,
and business partners, also serves as an opportunity to support organizations working within the community.
“Uni-Select has been supporting the Foundation for some
years in both Canada and the United States. We are very
pleased to have exceeded our goal this year and to grant
them the biggest donation yet accumulated during our tournament.” said Denis Mathieu, vice-president and CFO of UniSelect.
Since 2010, the Mira Foundation has been offering the
opportunity for families of children with autism-spectrum
disorders to benefit from the services of an assistance dog.
The implementation of this program follows several years of
extensive research of these dogs within families.

New Refrigerant Identifier Detects
Dangerous R40 Contaminant

Neutronics Inc. has announced the successful completion of
development of an R40-capable refrigerant analyzer for use
with R134a systems.
Concern over being able to identify R40 in air conditioning/
refrigeration systems has been ongoing; R40-contaminated
refrigerants have been linked to injury and death of maintenance workers internationally.

These days, it seems that everyone is telling you
to “think outside the box”. When it comes to
clutch replacement, that’s just not good advice.
Many clutch marketers mix and match parts from
various sources, a practice that creates quality and
installation problems. The parts may bolt up, but
can fail prematurely, resulting in a comeback for
you. When you install a LuK RepSet®, you get the
same flawless performance as the original equipment
parts.
Designed and engineered to work together. Why risk
your time and reputation with anything else?
Schaeffler Group USA Inc.
5370 Wegman Dr.
Valley City, OH 44280
Phone: 800.274.5001
Fax: 330.220.6529
www.Schaeffler-Aftermarket.us
Certified to
ISO 9001:2008

Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7

Professional Technicians
Can Earn Up to $150
Professional automotive
technicians can earn up to
$150 for installing Moog
steering and suspension components from
Federal-Mogul.
The “Totally Moog” promotion runs August 1
through September 30,
2012.
Technicians can earn
a $100 reward cheque
for installing five pairs
of Moog complete strut
assemblies, a $25 reward
cheque for installing 50
Moog ball joints and/or
tie rod ends, and a second
$25 reward cheque for
installing 25 Moog hub
assemblies and/or Moog
control arms during the
program period.
“With the expansion
of the Moog line into
new product categories,
technicians can now earn
rewards for a wider range
of installations while
relying on the best technologies and the broadest
coverage and availability
in the steering and suspension market,” says Lou
Kafantaris, group brand
manager, Federal-Mogul.
For additional program
rules and restrictions, visit
www.moogproblemsolver.
com/promo.

8
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“The development of an R40-capable refrigerant analyzer demonstrates our commitment
to support an ever-changing marketplace and
keep dangerous counterfeit refrigerants out of
the refrigerant supply. Neutronics has been,
and remains, the global leader in refrigerant
analysis, and this development demonstrates our
continuing commitment to be at the forefront of
this technology,” said Gary Halpern, president,
Neutronics Inc., in a statement.
The discovery of dangerous and deadly refrigerant blends in the R134a supply prompted
the expedited development of an R40-capable
instrument. Many industries, including passenger vehicles, shipping containers, commercial
systems, and military applications, have been
exposed to these dangerous counterfeits. The
new RI-2012YFPC model will detect R40 in
concentrations as low as 2% while continuing to
detect R22, R12, hydrocarbons and air. The unit
comes complete with a built-in printer, internal
battery, and AC adapter for worldwide use in
most environments.

Mevotech Celebrates 30 Years in
the Automotive Aftermarket

Mevotech Inc. is celebrating its 30th year in
the automotive aftermarket business.
“We are proud of our company’s success
and our ability to maintain an edge in the market,” says Ezer Mevorach, president, Mevotech
Inc. “There has been so much change in the
industry over the years as cars and our industry
evolve. We embrace this evolution and look forward to serving our customers by listening to
their needs and continual innovation.
“We also want to offer our heartfelt thanks
to the company’s employees, whose dedication and professionalism has allowed us to
fulfill our customer commitments while
also building a strong foundation for future
growth.”
Since the founding of the company, Mevotech has been among the most innovative and
active manufacturers in the aftermarket, with
hundreds of new parts released each month
and a strong installer following throughout
North America and around the world.
To celebrate its anniversary, Mevotech will
be holding events throughout the year for
customers, employees, vendors, and partners.
For more information, visit www.mevotech.
com/30years.

Great Gojo Giveaway Launched

Gojo Industries, Inc. has kicked off “The
Great Gojo Giveaway” promotion in Canada,
available to employees in the automotive, construction, manufacturing, mining, and utilities
industries.
The promotion, which runs through Dec.
2, 2012, allows Canadian employees in these
“tough soils” industries, which require a heavyduty hand cleaner, to enter for a chance to win
the grand prize: a brand name 11-drawer tool
chest valued at more than $4,000.

In addition, Gojo will give away weekly prize
packs that include a California Innovation
24-can cooler and assorted Gojo products like
the new Gojo Cherry Gel Pumice Hand Cleaner and the popular Gojo Scrubbing Wipes that
deliver convenient, easy, and complete cleanup anywhere heavy-duty cleaning is required.
Winners are randomly selected from each
week’s entries and are notified by email.
Participants can enter the sweepstakes daily
by visiting http://toughsoils-promotions-canada.gojo.com. They can also share the promotion on their Facebook and Twitter accounts
(links available on the sweepstakes page).
Gojo Industries understands that healthy
skin and productivity go hand in hand, and
the industry-leading company has developed
the Gojo Skin Health Program for Tough Soil
Environments to focus on creating good hand
hygiene habits. The goal is to improve wellbeing by helping to prevent the occurrence of
occupational skin disease and stop the spread
of germs that may cause illness.
For more information on Gojo products
and programs, visit www.gojo.com/tough-soils.

Efficiency Project Accelerates
E-Catalogue Publication

AAIA has completed its Vehicle Configuration
database (VCdb) Efficiency Project, which
accelerates the publication of new vehicle
information up to six months earlier than
before.
Faster publication of new vehicles to the
VCdb will enable aftermarket suppliers to
publish their electronic catalogue information
sooner, which will shorten the catalogue publishing cycle and contribute to increased sales
of products for new model year applications.
This project marks a significant milestone
for the Aftermarket Catalogue Enhanced
Standard (ACES). Previously, AAIA would
only publish information about a new vehicle
when it had all the 40-plus vehicle and component attributes. Effective with the June 2012
vehicle database, new model year vehicles will
be identified and introduced to the standard
database in four stages.
“With basic information about the year,
make, model name, and available engines, we
are able to assign codes and publish new vehicles to the VCdb months sooner,” says Scott
Luckett, AAIA vice-president, technology standards and CIO. “As fast as the OEMs publish
additional technical and service information,
AAIA will release additional data about the
vehicle to the standard, ultimately reaching
stage four with the publication of the complete, coded vehicle configuration and corresponding Legacy record. Publishing vehicles
faster without sacrificing accuracy was the
most pressing need of the committee for the
VCdb Efficiency Project.”

Continued on page 10
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APPOINTMENTS

Continued from page 8

Mevotech Inc. has announced
two key appointments. Robert
Shotton has been appointed
quality control manager. Shotton has 15 years of experience
in Quality and brings with him
ASQ and SME affiliations along
with numerous awards for Quality. He comes to Mevotech after
spending 14 years at Chrysler
Robert Shotton
Canada Inc. In his new position,
Shotton will help develop Mevotech’s quality programs focusing
on ISO, continuous improvement, and Lean enterprise solutions. Mevotech has also appointed Gordon Paton as manager of
engineering and R&D. He brings
20 years of experience in product
development in the automotive
industry. He comes to Mevotech
after spending 12 years at tier 1
Gordon Paton
suppliers in the OE automotive
sector. In his new position, Paton
will lead Mevotech’s engineering team, product development,
and research and development.
Uni-Select Inc. has announced a number of key executive
appointments. Gary O’Connor has been named president
and chief operating officer, Automotive Canada. O’Connor

When they see better,

they drive safer.

has more than 25 years of knowledge in the industry and has
been a member of senior management since 2006. William E.
Alexander has been appointed president and chief operating
officer, U.S. Automotive. Alexander has more than 30 years of
experience in the automotive industry and joined Uni-Select
in 2008. Daniel A. Courtney has been appointed president and
chief operating officer of FinishMaster, the paint and body
equipment subsidiary of Uni-Select in the U.S.A. Courtney has
been with FinishMaster since 2002. Denis Mathieu has been
named executive vice-president, corporate services and chief
financial officer. Mathieu has been with Uni-Select since 2007.
The above executives, together with Guy Archambault, vicepresident, corporate development, will report to Richard G.
Roy, president and chief executive officer.
Automotive Aftermarket E-Learning Centre Ltd. president
and CEO Bob Greenwood has announced that Robert
(Rob) Ward, AMT, has joined the AAEC team as business
manager of technical development. This is a new division
within AAEC. Ward has been
in the automotive industry
since 1993 and holds an Interprovincial Red Seal, an ASE
Certification and a CFC Certification. He specializes in
automotive diagnostics and
software packages. He is an
advanced diagnostics specialist
who has been trained in OEM
and aftermarket software and
Robert Ward
scanners in Canada and the
United States. He has acquired
service management experience at the Independent level
as well as from larger national companies. The combination of technician and
service manager roles has taught him
the finesse required to communicate
with staff at all levels. Ward is based out
of Halifax, but will be working with the
AAEC BEST clients across Canada and
their technicians.

Whether they’re looking for greater safety, style or maximum
performance, we offer brilliant halogen headlight upgrades
that will make their driving experience better and safer.
See our complete line at: www.philips.com/automotive
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CRP Automotive, CRP Industries’ largest
business unit and an established source
of automotive replacement and service
parts, has realigned its automotive sales
organization.The announcement was
made by Michael Palm, vp sales & marketing of CRP Industries Inc., who indicated that the new alignment will impact
the company’s two key customer channels:
Original Equipment (OE) and Independent Aftermarket (IAM). Mark Malone
has been named director of OEM/OES
sales, while Bob Crane is now director of
IAM sales. Malone will be responsible for
CRP’s original equipment business development in the NAFTA market. In his 31
years with CRP, Mark has managed a large
portfolio of independent warehouse distributors as well as OEM and OES customers. Crane, as director of IAM sales, will
assume sales management responsibilities
for all of CRP’s independent aftermarket
(IAM). Bob joined CRP in 2004 and has
spearheaded CRP’s sales growth in nontraditional and new distribution markets.
JOBBER NEWS / AUGUST 2012
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MARKET
TRACKER

Diesel-Hybrid Technology

to the Fore?

Environmental benefits and development cost advantages give it fuel, but proliferating
powertrain options will challenge service professionals and parts suppliers.

F

or a time, gasoline-electric hybrid power was regarded
as the solution for the masses, courtesy of Toyota’s Prius
promise—a promise that has yet to really materialize in terms
of volume of vehicles, despite its expansion to SUVs, CUVs,
and full-sized passenger cars.
All along, though, there has been an opposing camp that
put forth diesel power, or more accurately “clean diesel”
power, as a more accessible solution for the masses. This position is arguably more plausible in the real world: it is a more
established base technology, enjoys a significant popularity
in Europe, and is growing in North America as low-sulphur
diesel fuel expands the availability of this technology here.
Perhaps, however, the future solution is a combination of
the two: diesel hybrid.
Diesel hybrid technology is, not surprisingly, receiving a
greater focus from European automakers, but it is not without
its challenges.
Diesel engines tend to be heavier than their gasolinepowered brethren; the addition of a hybrid power unit only
adds to the weight. But the low emissions possible with this
configuration make it worth exploring.
It is useful to note that diesel-electric power isn’t really new;
for decades motive power engineers have taken advantage of
diesel engine efficiencies, especially at constant rpm, to provide
power for many applications. Virtually every locomotive on
Canadian railways uses diesel to generate electricity to pull the
load.
Of course, this is a new era requiring new approaches,
even if learning from the past is part of that.
In the performance arena, Audi’s Le Mans-winning R18
e-tron Quattro uses electric motors powered by a regenerative
braking/flywheel arrangement to power the front wheels (to
the tune of more than 200 hp), while the diesel engine provides primary drive to the rear wheels. Audi R18 cars featured
the latest evolution of the compact 3.7 L V6 TDI engine with
VTG mono turbocharger that was used at Le Mans for the
first time in 2011. In this application, the drive systems are
12
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split, which is a much different approach than much of the
consumer market has seen to this point.
According to noted research firm Frost & Sullivan, a
number of OEMs are investing in diesel hybrid approaches.
The PSA Group recently unveiled the diesel Peugeot 3008
Hybrid4, with 200 bhp and CO2 emissions as low as 99 g/km,
says the researcher, calling the addition of a hybrid package
to a diesel powertrain, to achieve the aforementioned power
at relatively low emissions levels, “truly an exceptional achievement by the company.”
The diesel powertrain produces a power output of 163
bhp, and the electric motor generates an additional 37 bhp.
Both are capable of running independently, providing the
possibility of operating the car as a zero-emissions vehicle for
city driving.
Recently, developments in hybrid powertrains have been
common amongst suppliers such as AVL, showcasing diesel
hybrids, and OEMs such as Toyota and Honda, improving on
their existing hybrid models. On one hand, micro-hybrids
(stop-start systems) are set to become an integral part of
many vehicles’ powertrains, solely due to their fuel economy
benefits and cost-effectiveness.
OEMs follow different strategies toward Euro6 compliance, reports Frost & Sullivan. For example, the German
OEMs have opted for diesel with the optimization of turbochargers, while the French OEMs are focusing on long-term
diesel investments such as selective catalyst reduction (SCR). The
Japanese OEMs will continue to concentrate on hybridization
and other green technologies.
The European OEMs’ higher focus on diesel powertrains is
likely to trigger a major technology shift from fixed geometric
turbochargers (FGT) to variable geometric turbochargers
(VGT), along with the addition of other emissions reduction
technologies. To minimize the costs of diesel powertrains,
OEMs feel that diesel hybridization will be a significant trend
toward meeting the 2020 targets of 95 gm/km.
Continued on page 14
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The higher cost of the technologies involved in a diesel
hybrid, like the Hybrid4 technology, has been a key limitation
to the launch of diesel hybrids, says the researcher.
PSA has managed to combine the best of technologies into
a single package. The Hybrid4 uses a highly efficient diesel
engine, an electric motor, a second-generation stop-start
system, and an electronically controlled sequential manual
gearbox. The Peugeot 3008 Hybrid4 is likely to cost around
35-40% higher than the basic gasoline engine version of the
same model.
One of the most significant aspects of a cost-effective solution is achieving economies of scale. Here, OEM alliances are
playing a key role, as this approach offers benefits ranging
from product development to deployment. Examples include
PSA’s cooperation with BMW for hybrid components, and the
BMW-Daimler-GM joint development of the two-mode hybrid,
although it too has proved expensive.
European OEMs—notably Fiat, PSA, Renault, and
Volkswagen—all have a strong diesel portfolio, so joint development of diesel-hybrid solutions could prove beneficial. This
option would not only lower the development cost, but also
offer the required economies of scale, with the potential for
large volumes. However, based on current market perspective, the demand for diesel hybrids is set to grow to more
than 300,000 units no earlier than 2016-17. So, it’s still pretty
marginal when viewed as a proportion of overall vehicle sales.
The barriers to growth are, then, both technological and
economic. Or, to put it another way, making a technology that
is affordable (the budget for Audi’s R18 e-tron alone must be
astronomical), reliable, and effective is still what is holding
back hybrid technology as a mass solution.
Frost & Sullivan reports that in the European market,
the premium for gasoline-electric hybrids is approximately
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CAN$2,700, which is in stark contrast to the widely available
diesel option at about CAN$2,500. So there isn’t much of an
incentive for consumers to switch.
However, considering that the diesel hybrid option adds an
additional CAN$2500 or so, a diesel hybrid offering further
reductions might prove attractive, due to the fuel economy
benefits to the end user and emission reduction benefits to
OEMs.
Still, both technologies—whether gasoline or diesel
hybrid—will have to overcome an increasingly cost-conscious
marketplace, even as fuel prices rise and overall cost-of-running
equations shift in favour of hybrids.
For the aftermarket, though, what is probably most important is the prospect of having to competently deal with a wide
variety of vehicle technologies that will, sooner or later, end up
in independent service bays.
That won’t be easy, from either a parts supply or training
standpoint, but it will be necessary if the independent aftermarket is to retain the loyalty of the car-owning customer base.
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By Steve Pawlett

I

ncreasing sales on brake and chassis
components in today’s rapidly growing
import car market requires inventory
savvy—and a good relationship with

your banker.
With import car sales outpacing
domestics, the constant proliferation
of part numbers means “Inventory
creep is now a way of life,”
according to John Wood,
president of Car Parts
Company in Oakville,
Ont.
Continued on page 18

IMPORT
IMPACT

Why You Need the Right Parts and the Right Partners
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new vehicles every year, so we must keep up with the original
equipment standards.”
ProMax recently introduced a line of positive mould ceramic
formulation disc brake pads, as well as a premium line of
coated rotors to meet customer demands.
“With the market being so unstable over the past few years
and consumers trying to cut back on spending, we have seen a
growing demand for quality brake parts at an affordable price
point,” observes Yako.
From a chassis component perspective, Robert Rego of
Mevotech has seen an increase in demand for complete control
arm assemblies. “With OEMs going to lighter vehicles, there
has been a change in design philosophy in suspension systems.
Cases of lightweight materials and unitized designs where the
ball joint is built into the control arm are now the mainstay,”
he explains.
Mevotech has reacted by continuing to release new numbers
that cover all these new designs and provide a complete aftermarket program.
“We do offer a full range of import coverage and we engineer parts that will not only last longer but are also built with
features that will help the installer save on labour time,” adds
Rego.
For example, Mevotech now includes a bushing on the
BMW E46 control arm that not only saves installation time, it
also saves the shop from having to make a separate call to buy
the $70 part from a dealer.

“When a shop calls for parts, the car is usually on the hoist,
so they need those specialized parts as quickly as possible. If we
don’t have them on our shelves, they will move on to the next
supplier. It’s so competitive now, you really have to be on top of
your game,” explains Wood.
“Import vehicles are a huge percentage of the car population today, so if you are going to sell chassis components for
Canada or North America, you are going to have to have complete coverage of the import market as well as the domestic
market, and that means lots of SKUs,” says Brian Fleming of
Affinia Canada.
And, adds Fleming, it’s critical to have the right supply partners who can help you minimize the number of suppliers you
need to use, and still provide the fit, form, and function that
service providers demand.
Line definitions are getting so large now that inventory has
to be carefully managed and kept on the shelf just to be able to
cover the vehicles that come in the door.
In addition to his ever-expanding list of SKUs, John Wood
has put an import car specialist on his phones. “The foreign
plate market has a lot of specialized names for components, so
having a specialist on the phones with that product knowledge
has proven to be a real asset for us,” he says.
Wayne Hoskins, owner of Pacific Parts
in Vancouver, echoes Wood’s sentiments.
“When a shop calls for parts, the car is usually on the hoist,
“People are more brand-wary today.
so they need those specialized parts as quickly as possible. If we
To remain competitive, we have to carry a
wider array of import original equipment
don’t have them on our shelves, they will move on to the next
brands to fulfill that need, particularly in
friction material,” he explains.
supplier. It’s so competitive now, you really have to be on top of
“More and more customers now
your game.” — John Wood, Car Parts Company, Oakville, Ont.
request the same components that were
originally on that platform of the vehicle,
particularly with European makes.”
Mevotech’s philosophy has always been “first to market.”
Pacific Parts has literally tripled its parts inventory in several
“Engineering 100 numbers a month has allowed us to keep
categories of generally slow- to medium-moving parts.
best-in-market coverage, and gives our customers the opportuWith Vancouver real estate at a premium and area shop rates
nity to compete with the OE dealer,” states Rego.
running anywhere from $75/hour up to $135/hour, dependWith sales of import parts outpacing domestics, suppliers
ing on the area and clientele, shop owners are always looking
across the board are developing programs.
for ways to maximize the use of hoist time.
Affinia, for example, recently launched a new sales and mar“The good installers will call us before the car is even on the
keting strategy for its Raybestos brand.
hoist, and order the gamut of what they are going to need,”
“Our focused, integrated import chassis marketing supexplains Hoskins.
port will help Raybestos brand chassis customers better meet
“In these cases we do the ‘Whole Meal Deal’ and deliver it
expanding import sales,” explains Jeff Stauffer, senior viceall. The shop will use what they need to make the repair quickly
president, global marketing, Affinia Brakes and Chassis.
and efficiently. This approach minimizes hoist time and meets
“Service and repair technicians want import parts that
client demand for a quick turnaround on their vehicle.
match OE form, fit, and function. They want to purchase from
“The shop then returns all unused parts back to us for
a global supplier that has the coverage, availability, and quality
credit, so we don’t duplicate inventory,” adds Hoskins.
required to service today’s import vehicles,” he adds.
According to a recent study by the Automotive Industries
According to Stauffer, changes will be made to the look and
Association of Canada, one in three drivers rely on their vehicle
feel of the packaging specific to import parts, and an aggressive
to earn a living. Being without your vehicle for more than a day
marketing campaign aimed at stores and technicians will build
is much more than an inconvenience when it begins cutting
increased awareness for the Raybestos import chassis product
into your paycheque.
offering.
In addition to carrying a wide range of quality name-brand
So what is the answer to SKU proliferation?
products, Pacific Parts also carries the proverbial “white box”
“Have a friendly banker,” Hoskin quips.
for those customers that want to put an economy brand on
“Inventory creep has become a way of life for us. You can’t
their import.
live from your warehouse. We have to meet the service needs of
“We still hear that age-old quote, ‘I’m going to sell the car so
our customer, who is under strict demands from his customer,”
give me the economy brand,’” says Hoskins.
he continues. “We are happy with our inventory system and our
On the other side of the coin, Ramzi Yako of ProMax Auto
inventory mix. If we don’t have something, we go out and find
Parts Depot has seen a definite upward trend in the demand for
it ourselves.”
higher-quality brake components.
“Brake parts are improving in quality and performance on
Continued on page 20
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going to happen,” says Bob Leone, manager, aftermarket sales,
for brake manufacturer Advics.
“One of the reasons for the proliferation of specialized
parts is the simple fact that dealers want the car going back to
the dealership for service,” explains Leone. “They are making
Pacific Parts is the only Canadian member of the buying
it tougher for the traditional aftermarket to have to stock the
group Society of Import Parts Specialists.
parts. They want to drive these guys out so they will have the
“This affiliation has been extremely beneficial to our operamarket to themselves.”
tion. We have a large number of different manufacturers and
Another way dealers are gaining an edge is with bumpersuppliers that we buy from that offer specific import brands,”
to-bumper warranties that span four or five years and include
he says.
free oil changes. This allows them to keep these vehicles off the
“We’re carrying product lines out of the U.S. from some of
market for the life of the warranty. If anything goes wrong, it
the original manufacturers, both Japanese and European, in
gets fixed at the dealer for free.
order to keep up with the competition,” he explains.
Advics is a strong OE supplier and provides 80% of Toyota’s
“Controlling inventory creep just isn’t in the cards. That can
brake business.
only be controlled by the OE manufacturer and that just isn’t
“That doesn’t mean we have all the pad
business all the time. The brake pad industry
is very sensitive and is farmed out to tender
as well,” says Leone.
Leone believes OE has lost a lot of its
meaning, because so many companies make
their pitch that their parts are built to OE
specifications.
“Sure they can make it perform in terms
of fit and form. The backing plate is the
right thickness; it is the right overall length
and depth. Where the difference comes in
is the friction material that actually stops the
vehicle,” he explains.
“The only people who know the OE spec
on that are the people who built it, or won
the contract, or at least bid on the contract.
This material must pass muster with the OE
manufacturer,” he says.
“So in actual fact, some components are
not really built to OE specs. Today you can
buy brake pads for as little as six bucks. I
don’t think you want them on your car, but
that’s how cheap you can buy things these
ATF for Type
days, and there are customers who want that
WS and Type Z-1
price point.
Now Available
“For the most part, if you can be competitively priced with a brand-name component,
customers will request that brand,” he says.
Advics is building a promotion program
designed to “undilute” the OE branding.
“Everything we do is ceramic-based, so
if a shop is having difficulty with a product,
they know that by using Advics brake components they are getting a quality product and
can be confident the vehicle won’t be comI
U
N
EN
ing back with problems,” explains Leone.
So, who is winning the war on quality OE
components?
Q
U A LI T
You can have two shops side by side, and
one mechanic will swear by a particular
brand, while the other shop’s mechanic
Beck/Arnley has expanded its premium line of genuine OE quality fluids for Asian imports.
claims he would never use that brand on his
The original import brand now offers two ATFs specific to Honda, Acura, Toyota, Lexus and
mother-in-law’s car.
Scion vehicles. Beck/Arnley’s line of genuine OE quality fluids are performance enhancers
Any way you slice it, the installer’s experiwhich keep engines running like new.
ence with the product will determine brand
preference.
Trust the brand that has
And that fact, combined with the need to
the finest line in the business.
GENUINE Foreign Nameplate Parts
provide high service levels for the market,
mean that jobbers are going to have to come
To place an order call 1-888-GO4BECK (1-888-464-2325).
beckfluids.com
to terms with growing inventory investments.
It also means that having the right supply
partners is more important than ever.
COVER STORY
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Holmes Racing
Wins The Baja 1000!

You guessed it…
on XRF Zero-Lash™ Ball Joints
Strong enough, right off the shelf, to win the
Baja 1000, imagine what they will do
for your fleet over the road!
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ADVERTISEMENT

Green: A Way of Life in the
Automotive Aftermarket

The automotive aftermarket industry was “green” long
before being green was mainstream. Today, its widespread
efforts to reduce, reuse, and recycle demonstrate an ongoing commitment to sustainable practices and products that
meet the needs of the present without compromising the
future.
This year’s Automotive Aftermarket Products Expo
(AAPEX), slated for Tuesday, Oct. 30 through Thursday,
Nov. 1 at the Sands Expo Center in Las Vegas, will showcase
the many ways in which aftermarket businesses contribute to
a cleaner environment. A new Remanufacturing Section and
green messages throughout the event will highlight energy
and material savings, and the overall impact that automotive
aftermarket businesses are having on the environment.
The new 8,000-square-foot Remanufacturing Section,
co-hosted by the Motor & Equipment Remanufacturers
Association (MERA) and the Automotive Aftermarket
Industry Association (AAIA) Engine Rebuilders Council
(ERC), will include 31 leading remanufacturer, engine
rebuilder, and supplier members from both organizations.
The engine rebuilder portion of the Remanufacturing
Section, sponsored by the ERC and MAHLE Clevite Inc., will
highlight the many economic and environmental benefits of
remanufactured and rebuilt engines. The area will feature
professional NASCAR engine builders who will perform
engine rebuild demonstrations at record-breaking speeds
right on the AAPEX show floor.
MERA also will host an exhibit to further spotlight the
benefits of remanufacturing and its Manufactured Again™
education campaign. According to the Rochester Institute of
Technology, the annual energy saving resulting from remanufacturing activities worldwide is 120 trillion BTU, while the
annual material savings worldwide is 14 million tons.
In addition, the industry’s Green Story and the importance of vehicle maintenance will be featured throughout
AAPEX. The Green Story highlights AAIA survey results

22
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that show a strong commitment to recycling by automotive
aftermarket companies.
The results indicate that 95% of companies, primarily
auto repair shops and parts stores, recycle used engine
oil, and that 98% of automotive aftermarket companies
have a battery recycling method in place. In addition,
88% of repair shops recycle tires. The survey also looks at
other areas of recycling, including a/c refrigerant, parts
cleaning solvents, scrap metal, wood pallets, cardboard
and paper, dunnage, and plastics.
Vehicle maintenance as the simplest, most inexpensive,
and effective way to make a car, truck, SUV, or minivan
environmentally friendly also will be highlighted at AAPEX.
According to the Car Care Council, drivers will see a 4%
improvement on gas savings from a tune-up, a 3% increase
in gas mileage from properly inflated tires, and a 10%
increase in gas mileage from replacing a dirty or clogged air
filter.
AAPEX features more than 2,200 exhibitors and
approximately 4,900 booths, as well as 30-plus education
sessions targeted to aftermarket retailers, distributors,
suppliers, and service professionals.
AAPEX represents the $395 billion global motor
vehicle aftermarket and will again be co-located with the
SEMA Show, which will be held the same week at the Las
Vegas Convention Center.
AAPEX is jointly sponsored by the Automotive Aftermarket Suppliers Association (AASA) and the Automotive
Aftermarket Industry Association (AAIA).
For more information, visit the AAPEX Website, www.
aapexshow.com, or email: info@aapexshow.com. AAPEX
also is on social media sites, including Facebook, www.
facebook.com/AAPEXShow, Twitter, www.twitter.com/#!/
AAPEXShow, and within the AAPEX Show Group on
LinkedIn, tiny.cc/aapexlinkedin.
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MARKET FEATURE

EXHAUST MARKET:

THE DIRECT APPROACH
Important Considerations Whether You’re Entering or Already in the Market

T

here is little question that the exhaust market has started
to change. And change for the better.
For auto parts wholesalers who stepped away from the
market some years ago, as replacement rates slid in the face of
increased use of stainless steel at the original equipment level,
it may be enough change for them to take a second look.
For those jobbers who never left the market, they will benefit
as the market shows signs of creeping upward in terms of both
units and profits.
Whichever side of the market you are on, here are some
important points to consider
in reviewing your participation
in the exhaust market.
Replacement Rates
Increasing
The aging vehicle fleet has
already had a positive effect on
the market, and this is expected
to continue.
According
to
recent
research from Frost & Sullivan,
because exhaust components
are failure-mode parts and
have to be changed when they
fail, vehicles typically enter the
aftermarket for exhaust components after they reach the
age of eight. Between 2008
and 2015, the percentage of
such vehicles on the road is
expected to increase from a
base of 51.9% in 2008 to 57.2%
by 2015.
Direct Fit Components on the Upswing
Direct fit components, from mufflers and pipes to catalytic
converters, all have a positive effect on the jobber—such
components tend to command higher market prices of as
much as 40% over their universal-fit counterparts—and they
also build efficiency in the service bay.
Direct-fit systems are expected to grow, as a percentage
of total systems sold, from the 39-to-48% range in 2008 to as
much as 55% in 2015.
The one downside to the direct-fit trend is the space
demands that a competitive inventory can command; however, the upside is that not all organizations have the space
and money to service the market well, helping to control the
competitive environment within local markets.

Integrated Systems and Tight Confines
While not completely a separate issue, the increasing use of
exhaust system designs that integrate components—exhaust
manifolds integrate with downpipes, catalytic converters,
etc.—serves to increase the average ticket price when it comes
time for replacement. In addition, the increasing use of flex
pipe has added another component for jobbers to offer their
customers.
Environmental
Compliance
The rising concern for the
environment is a potential
upswing factor for the exhaust
aftermarket. And while cashstrapped provinces in Canada
may not be anxious to fire up
new I/M programs where they
do not currently exist, it is true
that there is likely to be little
incentive to cancel those programs already in place (notably in the lower mainland of
B.C. and Ontario), something
that not long ago was declared
a distinct possibility.
Yes, the programs are
evolving, with less and less
reliance on external equipment and more on onboard
diagnostic capabilities, but if
anything, these will be more
accurate at determining the
decline or failure in a catalytic
converter.
Catalytic Converter Market
Alongside the direct-fit exhaust component trend is the direct
fit catalytic converter. Over the past number of years, the need
to produce catalytic converters that not only fit but function
well enough so as to not trigger a Check Engine light (particularly GM 2.2, 3.1, 3.4, and 3.8L engines), as well as the
rise in the cost of the precious metals used in them, have all
contributed to increase the general market price of catalytic
converters.
Replacement Upgrades
Compared to what you might have had access to only a few
years ago, the quality and variety of options in the standard
Continued on page 26
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NEW PRODUCTS
Continued from page 24

replacement category have expanded. Aluminized steel used
to be the only aftermarket option. Now, stainless steel has
made its way into the replacement category, of course, but
there are also options that provide shifts from the OE sound
and performance without being hard-core performance parts.
Performance Market
And, while not a new trend, the fact that performance gains
from exhaust system changes can be accomplished without
engine modifications or—for systems that don’t require
removal or changes to the catalytic converter (so-called “catback systems”)—any danger of affecting emissions, makes
them enduringly popular with consumers.
Consumers usually prefer to make performance upgrades
on vehicles that are one to two years old. As new vehicle sales
pick up in the medium and long term, so will the demand for
performance exhaust parts. Overall, everyone in this market
is advised to be vigilant about coverage, pricing, and product
differentiation in the performance market.

Automotive Bulb
Cabinets
Philips Automotive Lighting
North America now offers two
new Philips Bulb Cabinets that
help shops keep the right mix
of popular replacement bulbs
on hand. The Premium Cabinet
measures 25” x 4” x 23” and features a lockable swing-out door,
spot welded shelves with Philips’ patented bottom “scoop,”
and seven adjustable plastic dividers. The Philips Commercial Cabinet measures 19” x 4” x 26” and features a pull-up
welded door and metal shelving, four plastic tip-out trays
with 28 adjustable dividers, and a wire catalogue holder. It is
also available with the Philips
Commercial Starter Kit, sold
separately, which provides an
initial inventory of the most
popular standard replacement bulbs often needed.
Philips Automotive Lighting
www.philips.com/automotive
Software Includes Hosting Capability
Epicor Software Corporation has enhanced its powerful Epicor
Vision business management software with several important
new features. The Epicor Vision software is an innovative
Microsoft Windows-based solution for distributors who want
to control costs through extremely efficient inventory management. The latest version of the Epicor Vision software
includes a comprehensive hosting capability that enables
distributors to offer use of their software to independent
customers, allowing the distributor to help support increased
efficiency of independent stores and to facilitate electronic
orders. All accounts receivable, accounts payable, general
ledger, customer files, and other proprietary information is
protected for each business using the Vision software.
Epicor Software Corporation
www.epicor.com
Bead Breaker Eliminates Lifting
Esco announces the introduction of its new pneumatic truck
tire bead breaker that breaks both tough-to-break truck tire
beads at the same time. The Model 20425 eliminates the need
to lift and turn the 200 lb. heavy truck tire/wheel assembly
over to break the second bead. Now the tire technician simply
rolls the tire/wheel assembly into the bead breaker and breaks
both beads at the same
time in seconds. The
Model 20425 is powered
by standard shop or tire
service truck air at 100
psi to develop a bead
breaking force of over
5,000 lbs. The unit will
handle all truck tire/
wheel sizes 19.5” through
24.5” including all super
singles and X-One type
wide base tire/wheels.
Esco
www.esco.net

Continued on page 28
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NEW PRODUCTS
New Automatic Transmission Fluids

Continued from page 26

Beck/Arnley has added two new automatic
transmission fluids to its line of genuine
OE-quality fluids. The fluids are specifically
designed for Asian vehicles, and formulated
using the same technology that OEMs use:
Type Z-1 for Honda and Acura, and Type WS
for Toyota, Lexus and Scion. Beck/Arnley’s
premium automatic transmission fluids are
superior quality formulations of high-performance base oils and carefully selected additives.
The fluids are chemically balanced to help
protect seals and “O” rings, provide corrosion,
rust and wear protection, and to give oxidation
resistance for prolonged life.
Beck/Arnley
www.beckfluids.com

Performance Exhaust & Hardware You Can
Depend On. All at a Competitive Price!
Full Boar All-Welded Performance Mufflers

A Wide Variety of Polished
Stainless Steel Tips
Header Buddy Header-Gasket
Replacement
Kits

Universal and DirectFlex Couplings

45° and 90° Swinging Hangers

www.jonesexhaust.com
www.roadindustries.com
www.fullboarmotorcyclemufflers.com
Call us today for a warehouse near you:

■ 731.632.1255 ■ Fax: 731.632.3058
■ Toll Free: 1.800.525.9629
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Ontario based aftermarket brake parts
wholesaler – Ready to go national.
Looking for a
Sales Manager to make it happen.
Reply to Box 1, Jobber News,
80 Valleybrook Drive,
Toronto, ON M3B 2S9
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Pontiac Vibe
Ball Joint
Among New
Releases
Federal-Mogul has
expanded its Moog
line of replacement
steering and suspension
components to include the
aftermarket’s first lower front
ball joints for 2009-2010 Pontiac Vibe 2.4-litre
passenger cars, and nine new control arms.
The premium ball joint features the brand’s
full-ball socket configuration for more responsive
steering and all-metal “gusher” bearing technology for longer life, a grease fitting for maintaining and extending service life, and a highly
durable “grease release” polyurethane boot,
which directs contaminants out of the socket
and away from brake components during lubrication. Additional new Moog parts include
premium front lower control arms with Moog
ball joints for a range of domestic and foreignnameplate vehicles.
Federal-Mogul
www.moogproblemsolver.com
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For the Counterperson

Knowledge Building:

August 2012

FIAT 500 MULTIAIR
By Andrew Ross

Y

ou simply cannot help but smile, giggle even, when
you see the new Fiat 500. And yet in a way it represents a whole new generation of import vehicles that will
populate the streets of many Canadian centres.
These small cars recall the days when the oil crisis
of the ’70s spawned the small-car revolution that gave a
foothold to many of the Japanese makes that now dominate our roads.
Not that anyone can predict just how successful over
the long term the Fiat brand will be on this side of the
pond, or whether European nameplates like MercedesBenz and Audi—which have reputations as luxury makers—will continue to add downmarket models. We’ve
already seen the arrival of the A3, but will we see the
Audi A1? How about the Mercedes A-Class? After all,
we already have the Smart Car. And who knows, with
the EU looking less prosperous, perhaps France’s PSA
group may look to enter North America again (though
and in the buzz it has been able to generate. So it seemed
it seems more likely that China would be a better bet for any
appropriate to look a little deeper into this mighty mite.
manufacturer looking to stretch its wings).
Continued on page 30
Nevertheless,
the Fiat 500 is remarkable in both
its approach
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Continued from page 29

FIAT 500 1.4L MULTIAIR SPECIFICATIONS

The basic Cinquecento (since it’s made in Mexico, maybe we
should call it the “Quinientos”) is powered by an anything-butbasic inline four-cylinder 1.4L (1368 cc) engine that churns out
a tidy 101 bhp.
So much horsepower from so little displacement is possible
with the able assistance of some solid technological underpinnings like the MultiAir valvetrain, employed in both the
Fiat 500 and the turbocharged Abarth edition (with an output
of 160 hp).
MultiAir technology was patented by Fiat in 2002; it was
launched at the 2009 Geneva Motor Show, in the Alfa Romeo
MiTo. The 1.4 L MultiAir engine won the “Best New Engine
of 2010” award.
For the Fiat 500’s North American version, the 1.4 L engine
is produced at the Global Engine Manufacturing Alliance in
Dundee, Mich.
MultiAir engines produce increased power (up to 10%)
and torque (up to 15%), as well as considerably reducing
consumption levels (up to 10%) and emissions of CO2 (up

Displacement: 1368 cc
Bore x Stroke: 72.0 x 84.0 mm
Valve System: Belt-driven, MultiAir, SOHC,16 valves, hydraulic
end-pivot roller rockers
Fuel Injection: Sequential, multi-port, electronic, returnless
Construction: Cast iron block with aluminum-alloy heads and
aluminum-alloy bedplate
Compression Ratio: 10.8:1
Power (SAE net): 101 bhp (75 kW) @ 6,500 rpm (73.8 bhp/L)
Torque (SAE net): 98 lb.-ft. (133 Nm) @ 4,000 rpm
Max. Engine Speed: 6,900 rpm (electronically limited)
Fuel Requirement: 87 octane (R+M)/2 acceptable, 91 octane
recommended
Oil Capacity: 4.0 qt. (3.8L) with dry filter
Coolant Capacity: 4.6 qt. (14.4L)
Emission Controls: Dual three-way catalytic converters, heated
oxygen sensors

Continued on page 32

Automotive Internet Directory
Visit these companies directly at their web addresses or check out the growing list of Hot Links at www.autoserviceworld.com.
To find out how your organization can be included in this directory and on the web, contact aross@jobbernews.com

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &
ACCESSORIES
Aisin World Corp. of America, Inc. (AWA),
a leading Tier One
automotive components
supplier and one of the world’s largest
manufacturers of aftermarket parts. AISIN’s
original equipment technology and know-how
is used to ensure product quality and reliability.
To learn more about our products, request a
catalogue today. www.aisinaftermarket.com
Goodyear Engineered Products
www.goodyearep.com/aftermarket
www.goodyearbeltsandhose.com
The officially licensed belt of
NASCAR. Gatorback, the quiet
belt. You can never replace Goodyear quality.
NGK Spark Plugs Canada Limited
www.ngksparkplugs.ca
The World Leader in
Spark Plugs, Oxygen
Sensors and Ignition Wire Sets.
Used by 87% of the World’s OE Manufacturers
S.B International Inc.
www.sbintl.com
“We keep engines humming”

AUTOMOTIVE RECYCLERS
Carcone’s Auto
Recycling and Wheel
Refinishing
www.carcone.com
With over 32 years of experience Carcone’s
Auto Recycling & Wheel Refinishing is your one
stop for quality recycled products and wheel
refinishing needs. Call today at 1-800-263-2022
or visit us on line at www.carcone.com

AUTOMOTIVE RECYCLERS
Standard Auto Wreckers
View Our Online
Inventory @ www.
standardautowreckers.
com or call 416-286-8686. Experienced Shipping
Department to Ensure Parts Arrive Safely.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
The Automotive
Aftermarket
E-Learning Centre Ltd
www.aaec.ca
AAEC - BEST - Business
Evaluation Support & Training - Instructing and
Coaching with the Proven Business Management
Tools that drives a shop’s Bottom Line, Team
Culture and Marketplace Credibility.

HAND CLEANERS
GOJO Industries, Inc.
www.automotive.gojo.com
GOJO is a leading
manufacturer of skin care
products and services for
many marketing including automotive and
manufacturing. GOJO continues to pursue a
commitment of creating well-being through hand
hygiene and healthy skin.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
AIR LIQUIDE CANADA INC.
www.airliquide.ca
Your one-stop shop for all
your industrial gases and
welding supplies.

WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
& BUYING GROUPS
Bestbuy Distributors Limited
www.bestbuyautoparts.ca
Independent buying
group and warehouse
distributor that allocates
its profits to member shareholders and provides
unbeatable value for independent jobbers.
The E.R.I. Group
www.theerigroup.com
Canada’s Premier Machine
Shop Buying Group
Kerr Machine Shop Group Inc.

www.kerrmachineshopgroup.com
Buying group for machine shops and
performance shops.

REFRIGERANT
Duracool Refrigerants

www.duracool.com
Nationally Distributed
by: Deepfreeze
Refrigerants Inc. The Leaders in Hydrocarbon
Refrigerant Technology. Guaranteed In writing
not to harm any Mobile A/C System. You can
feel the Difference that Quality Makes. “Our
Formula Never Changes”.
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Bill Konlup, Edmonton West
Canadian Tire
2011 Counterperson of the Year

Do you know who the

Best Counterperson is?

The 2012 Jobber News Counterperson of the Year Award seeks to reward the
very best of the frontline workers in the Canadian automotive aftermarket.
Anyone can nominate a counterperson, and anyone is eligible.
Evaluation and selection of the winner will be made on the basis
of experience, training, as well as customer and store owner comments.
While not mandatory, participation in and organizing of training clinics,
proficiency in computer cataloguing programs, and professional
certifications such as Red Seal and ASE Parts Specialist will all be
,
considered strongly in a nominee s favour.

Formally named the Abe Schwartz Counterperson of the Year
Award, it is named after the late owner of century-old British Auto
Supply in Toronto, who worked behind the counter for more than
half a century.

The 2012 Jobber News Counterperson
of the Year Award is sponsored by:

www.epicor.com

Nominate your choice online at www.autoserviceworld.com or complete and mail the form below to:
Jobber Awards c/o Counterperson Award,12 Concorde Place, Suite 800, North York, ON M3C 4J2 or fax to 416-510-5140.

I nominate:__________________________________

The reason I believe this nominee deserves this award is:

Who works at ______________________________________

___________________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Phone (______)_____________________________________
My Name ________________________________________
Company __________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________
Phone (______)_____________________________________
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___________________________________________________
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to 10%), particulates (up to 40%), and NOx (up to 60%)
when compared to a traditional gas engine. The system also
provides smoother cold weather operation, more even torque
delivery, and no engine shake at shut-off.
And the technology will also see use in the 2013 Dodge
Dart 2.4L.
The MultiAir approach starts
by tossing aside the intake camshaft and adding intake cam lobes
to the exhaust cam. Instead, the
intake valves are essentially decoupled from the intake cam timing,
through the use of a high-pressure
hydraulic chamber and solenoid
that can be switched on or off.
The single intake cam lobe is
able to control two intake valves
used in each cylinder, and through
meticulous calibration, can do so in a range from direct control—where the valve timing reflects that of the cam lobe—to
complete decoupling, leaving the intake valve closed even during the intake stroke.
In fact, the electro-hydraulic valve actuation allows for five
main valve timing strategies:
Full lift is the conventional direct relationship between the
cam and the valve, with opening degree and timing similar to
what would be normally employed on the exhaust valves. This is
only employed when full power is required.
The second mode opens the intake valves later in respect

to the cam profile, when cylinder vacuum is at its maximum,
to ensure that the air-fuel mixture enters the cylinder at high
velocity. This Late Intake Valve Opening (LIVO) mode is used
on engine start-up and idling.
The third mode, Early Intake Valve Closing (EIVC),
employs the solenoid to provide early closing of the intake
valves. This mode is useful for providing low rpm torque and
partial load performance, as it
traps the maximum air charge in
the cylinder and prevents backflow of the fuel-air charge into
the intake plenum.
The fourth mode allows for a
double valve lift in a single intake
stroke. Called Multi Lift Mode,
it is employed for idling and provides optimum fuel management
and improved driveability in stopand-go city driving conditions.
The fifth mode allows for the
intake valve to remain completely closed for the entire intake
stroke, which is useful for reducing fuel consumption and
emissions during off-throttle coasting.
While aftermarket professionals will wince at the complexity
of the systems employed, it is useful to note that this system
has been years in development and has been deployed in many
variants in Europe for some years.
Still, the potential for lost performance—from damage
or wear—remains, with its consequent diagnosis and repair
challenges, which should serve as a reminder that training and
technology both go hand in hand.

Enter the Jobber News

MOTOR OIL
MYTHBUSTERS
CONTEST

Presented by

Test your knowledge of lubricants for a
chance to WIN a Valvoline® Prize Pack!
More than ever, consumers are looking to keep their
automotive investment running longer and more reliably.
Do you know the facts to help them decide?

ENTER TODAY FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A VALVOLINE PRIZE PACK!
FAX THIS FORM TO US AT 416-510-5140

High mileage motor oils can only be used on older model vehicles?
Synthetic blend motor oils cannot be mixed with full synthetic motor oils?
All synthetic motor oils carry the API Starburst Symbol?
Most older vehicles can use High Mileage Synthetic motor oil?
Switching from a conventional to a high mileage motor oil will not create gasket leaks?
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IN CHANGING TIMES,
FOCUS ON BASICS
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his economy doesn’t seem to know whether it wants to go up, down, or
sideways.
In the global fiscal environment, our own national bank’s head,
Mark Carney, might want to raise interest rates, but every time he
threatens to do so, somewhere else—Europe, the U.S., even China—
comes out with a report or a guiding statement in the opposite direction.
And the ink was barely dry on new more restrictive mortgage rules when the
real estate numbers in this country tipped over and headed into decline with more
speed and commitment than anyone could have intended.
Even the aftermarket isn’t immune from this roller-coaster ride. Dragged down
largely by a U.S. economy that continues to show no sign of really settling into a
trend, the confidence ratings of aftermarket business leaders went from the highest
in more than a year in the first quarter, to nervousness that they’re overly optimistic
just three months later.
I, for one, am finding the whole thing a bit exhausting.
Add into the mix all the conflicting signals you’re probably seeing from your
customers—some up, some down, unusual buying patterns—and it can naturally
lead anyone charged with planning for the future wondering what information to
act on and what information to ignore.
It is, to say the least, not an easy task. But in another way, it becomes only as
complicated as you choose to make it.
In times like these where you are barraged by so much information—positive,
negative, micro-economic, macro-economic, fiscal policies, fluctuating exchange
rates and, lest we forget, an aftermarket that is changing—I believe it is helpful
to do what you can to focus on the achievable and what changes you can execute
within your organization.
I’m not saying to close your eyes and ears to the world around you; quite the
opposite. Focus on the business at hand and what has always worked in the aftermarket regardless of the state of the economy: service, quality, and parts availability.
Whether you are looking to maximize your sales to existing customers or
pursuing new ones, perhaps in new segments for you—heavy duty, agricultural,
fleet—it is that triad of factors and your ability to deliver all of them consistently
that will ultimately determine your success.
It is true that the bar has been raised on how well and how efficiently you must
perform on all these fronts to be effective and sufficiently profitable to keep all the
wheels turning, but this is not the same as suggesting that everything has changed.
It is also true that with changing demographics in many of our urban areas,
jobbers there are under some special pressures. But it is also the case that some of our
cities are seeing new auto parts players expanding and existing players employing
innovative approaches like “black box” or “stealth” outlets, which should refute
any suggestion that there aren’t opportunities.
And if there are opportunities in our hardest-fought, most competitive markets,
you can be sure there are opportunities everywhere.
I am not for a minute suggesting that it is getting any easier to do business, but I
do hear from enough jobbers who are growing in real terms to know that focusing
on the basics still works. And so if you’re not getting out of your business or your
customers what you think you should be, maybe you shouldn’t be looking for a
silver-bullet solution. Maybe you’re just not doing quite as well at these basics as you
might have thought, and the beauty of that is that making changes there are well
within your grasp.
—Andrew Ross, Publisher and Editor
aross@jobbernews.com
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It started with a spark...
but it’s our entire product line
that has everybody talking.
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